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Story/rhymes to improve speech after surgery to repair a cleft palate

Catherine Crowley, J.D., Ph.D., CCC-SLP
Teachers College, Columbia University
Vivi, a very funny fairy, flew very far from home.
Vivi flew over a farm, where a funny fluffy foal ran. Laugh, Vivi laugh.
Vivi flew over a hive full of enough honey for a family. Laugh, Vivi laugh.
Vivi flew over a funny whale following a wave.
Laugh, Vivi laugh.
Vivi flew over a very funny muffin man, Vinny.
Laugh, Vivi laugh.
Vivi flew over a falling leaf, following her every move. Laugh, Vivi laugh.
Vivi flew over Fifi, a fussy, furry lion. Laugh, Vivi laugh.
Vivi flew over every van,
hauling free flan ‘n falafel, full of flavor.
Laugh, Vivi laugh.
Full from laughing,  
Vivi flew home. 
Fly home, Vivi, fly home.
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